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Introduction
We are TRADING SMRT
The imminent need for transparency and security in the field of operations with Ethereum
tokens, prompted the creation of Trading SMRT and its utility token SMRT.
The differential key of our platform lies in the integration of skills and knowledge in an innovative
model that provides a simple and secure user experience.
With just a few clicks, our users will be able to use their SMRT token within the platform, to carry
out different operations, monitor them, knowing their location and volumes, and the results
obtained, among many other data of the process.
The start of any transaction cycle will always be decided exclusively by the user, individually.
Trading SMART will facilitate the task through its platform. The user will have to make three
central decisions: the number of SMRTs that he will enable in his wallet, the moment to carry
out the transaction beginning and the number of transaction cycles that his SMRTs will run.
The platform enables 1 to 10 cycles, each of which lasts four hours for regular users. Ten cycles,
therefore, are equivalent to 40 hours.
Once the user enables their wallet on the platform, the SMRTs contained in it are integrated into
the total fund with which our SMRT Bot transacts. Subsequently, with the completion of each
cycle, the SMRT Bot will refund the amount of SMRT resulting from the first transaction that
occurs every 4 hours.
The profit from the spread of each transaction will be divided between the user (regardless of
their level) and Trading SMRT.
Running the platform 24/7, 365 days a year.
Transparency constitutes a central axis in the framework of Trading SMRT operations, since our
focus is to empower our users and promote their investments based on trust in the process.
Thus, the only time the user does not have their capital, that is, they cannot withdraw it, is when
they are being traded according to the cycles selected at the beginning. At the end of this period,
the user receives an email with updated information about the amounts deposited in his wallet,
being able to view his profit and make a new decision regarding the capital of his wallet. You
can, for example, choose to withdraw the funds, or continue to wire them in order to earn new
interest.
Through the procedure based on cycles, we generate an atmosphere of transparency and
encourage the user to enter the platform at most every 48 hours, in order to validate their
investment decisions.
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Description of the market and problems to be solved.
TRADING SMRT
In the world of crypto currencies today there are thousands of currencies, and hundreds of
exchange houses, which, depending on the geographical location where they operate, tend to
present differences in the price between them.
This opens a gap to the opportunity to take advantage of these differences to generate arbitrage
operations, seeking to make a profit. While it sounds simple enough, there are many factors to
consider when choosing to trade in that price range that cannot be taken lightly.
To mention some of them we can talk about:
- Projects with the same name or initials of description
- Exchanges with offline wallets or in different Blockchains
- Lack of Volume
- Deposits blocked requiring manual approval by the Exchange
- Trading Commissions
- Timing, among others….
To all these variables, Trading SMRT presents a solution according to its AI algorithm, developed
for the platform, and on which the main advantage of the Project is based.
The TOKEN SMRT, once listed to operate in different exchange houses when the platform
operates definitively, will allow avoiding trading on Projects with a similar name or the same
description in Initials.
All movements of the platform will go out on SMRT and will return to the platform to be
redistributed among users on SMRT.
When working with different exchanges, if the wallet of one is offline, or with a charging
problem, the system will automatically go to the next one looking for another price variable and
leaving it without action until it is operable.
In this way, you will not enter or withdraw assets in it, avoiding carrying out the exchange
operation when it is no longer convenient.
The volume will be given, by the pairs chosen by the BOT, but always taking as a parameter the
10 currencies with the highest volume of movements per minute.
Although it will enter the exchanges as SMRT, once inside it will be converted to another pair to
be able to carry out the corresponding operations.
In all the Exchanges where the BOT will operate, it will do so from a Unique account in the name
of TRADING SMRT, validated in order to avoid delays and additional movements by the
Exchange. This will facilitate the operation with the SMRT tokens of the users of the platform,
since it will not be necessary for each one to have to generate a personal account in each
Exchange.
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Within the TRADING SMRT platform, each user will create their account, and deposit in SMRT
the amount of SMRT they wish to arbitrate and when.
Our BOT will collect all the arbitration orders initiated in a certain period of time (“Pool”), and
will distribute the SMRTs of all those orders among the exchanges where it decides to operate
(All with a previously validated TRADING SMRT account).
Once the funds have been distributed among the different exchange houses, it will automatically
search for the pairs with the greatest price difference between one house and another. Once
you find them, you will arbitrate: SELL in the one with the highest value, and at the same time
BUY in the one with the lowest value, computing the difference to the corresponding Pool.
Each operation to be carried out by the SMART BOT will already consider in the price difference
calculations, the network fee for the transaction, plus a % of the withdrawal cost. In this way,
when transactions are carried out, the price difference plus the operating costs will already be
covered.
If the BOT does not find in its analysis, a price gap that covers these differences, it will not carry
out movements with SMRT. Thus reducing the risk of loss during arbitrage.
This will allow us to take advantage of TIMINNG in a REAL way.
After a time stipulated by the platform. The BOT will recover the funds from all the exchange
houses with which it operates, and will send them to the Pool.
From where the amount of SMRT resulting from the transactions will be redistributed to the
users who made up the Pool.
Each one in the percentage of participation that they initially contribute with their SMRTs.
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TOKENS How many, why, how and when?
The total supply of SMRT Token will be 1 billion SMRT’s, and 20% of them will be made available
in the Crowdsale period.
If the crowdsale is successful, and the capitalization achieves the minimum necessary for the
launch, the remaining balance of SMRT will be distributed in the exchanges where the SMRT
BOT will operate during the implementation stage.
The SMRT Token is a utility token. In itself it does not represent value, it does not grant voting
rights and it does not matter a contribution for the realization of a joint business (either with
TRADING SMRT or with other users of the Platform). The simple ownership of SMRTs will not
generate any implicit or explicit profit for its owner. The usefulness of SMRT is that it will be the
only TOKEN supported to operate within the TRADING SMRT platform.
• Capitalization of the project (financing rounds, minimum capital, maximum capital,
development stages, etc.).
The capitalization of the project will be done through the pre-sale of the SMRT token under the
crowdsale modality
The CROWDSALE stage is stipulated in 12 months. With an estimated total amount of 20.000.000
US (Millions of Dollars).
If the maximum estimated amount is achieved, in a shorter period, the launch will occur in
advance of the stipulated 12 months of start.
If the Platform is attractive to potential users, the SMRT token pre-sale reaches the required
minimums and the platform is launched successfully, all registered users who have contributed
during the Crowdsale stage will not pay the mandatory participation membership of 150 US that
give access to the platform.
In the same sense, they will also receive some SMRT Token for the Staking of ETH during this
period.
In case of not achieving the minimum capital for the launch of the project, 80% of the ETH
deposited will be returned to each user.
The Minimum amount of ETH in staking that is required to be able to launch the platform must
be equivalent to 4.000.000 US (Millions of Dollars).
Anyone who decides to participate in this stage of Crowsale, will be able to receive SMRT Token
in their ETH wallet, in advance, if all the marketing and capitalization parameters are met.
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Roadmap
Q2 2021
CROWDSALE
Term 12 Months.
- At this stage ETH will be frozen and a progress BAR will be seen from the Tradingsmrt.com page
with its progress.
- This will allow users to know the progress in real time of the advance in the SMRT pre-sale, and
will give rise to the possibility of receiving the SMRT in case of being successful.
- In the Dashboard of each user, the amount of SMRT that they would receive will be displayed
if the crowdsale stage is successfully completed.

Q2 2022
DISTRIBUTION (Term 12 Months)
Here the SMRTs will be distributed to the declared ETH wallets by each user at the time of
account creation. And it will be progressively listed in different SMRT Exchanges.
SMRT will be listed on UNISWAP Exchange, so the users who wants to trade individually their
SMRT will be able to do so.
Begins the negotiations whit the Exchanges where SMRT will be listed, and the different places
where the BOT will Operate.

Q4 2022
ACOUNT VALIDATION AND LISTING ON EXCHANGES
As the TOKEN is listed in the Exchange, the official TRADING SMRT account will also be created
within the same Exchange, in order to be able to operate with our SMRT BOT, once the platform
is open to the General Public.

Q2 2023
TEST
The SMRT BOT will run test operations to certificate the veracity of the system.
That will alow us to calculate the fees, the movements on the network, and the delay on any
transaction.

Q4 2023
RELESE
It is the final stage of the Project where the opening of user accounts will be allowed for anyone
who so wishes, and is willing to validate their identity with the necessary documentation. And
comply with the parameters established by TRADING SMRT to acquire SMRT.
From that moment, the platform will begin to operate in a REAL way with the exchange houses,
from the Arbitration BOT, created for this purpose.
Those who want to join the platform from this stage on, must pay a membership of 150 US to
be able to create their user account. And then deposit SMRT in your account so that our BOT
can automate their arbitration operations.
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Disclaimer.
This document is intended to provide only general and preliminary information about SMRT and
the Platform. The current personal opinions of their authors are reflected here and they may be
subject to change, since they are not complete or fully developed. It does not constitute
investment advice, recommendation or request to buy or sell any investment and should not be
used in the evaluation of merits and / or analysis prior to any investment decision. It does not
imply any type of accounting, legal, tax or investment advice or advice.
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